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Abstract—Energy harvesting has been extensively used to allow
for long-term and unattended operation of nodes in large-scale
distributed systems. However, the smaller the relative rechargeable energy storage of the harvesting system, the higher is
the sensitivity of its operation to short-term non-deterministic
changes of the harvested power or the current power demand.
A reliable and predictable node operation can be achieved with
an additional backup battery. First commercial products that
allow for an efficient energy exchange between energy harvester,
backup battery and energy consumer are available. But, there
are no energy management algorithms that optimize the longterm node utility while maximizing the lifetime of the node in
terms of its backup battery. We formally model the problem,
provide an optimal solution for a class of node utility functions,
and implement the strategy on a resource-constrained hardware.
Extensive simulations as well as experiments on indoor solar data
traces show the accuracy of the abstract model, the run-time
overhead and efficiency of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy harvesting is a key technology to provide longterm, autonomous and sustainable energy to embedded devices
in large-scale distributed systems. A large body of results
shows the potential of extracting energy from light, temperature differences, acceleration, vibration, and electromagnetic
waves, see for example [1]. Motivated by cost, size, safety and
environmental reasons, there is a recent trend to substantially
reduce the necessary local rechargeable energy storage, often
in the context of transient and intermittent computing [2]. This
approach also allows to replace rechargeable batteries with
super-capacitors that are accompanied by advantages such as
increased safety, a high number of charge-discharge cycles and
high retrieval efficiency.
The smaller the relative maximal energy storage capacity of
the node, the higher is the sensitivity of its operation to shortterm non-deterministic changes of the harvested power or the
power demand. Concepts to decrease the sensitivity and to deal
with frequently interrupted processing have been developed [3],
[4], including extreme approaches where the harvesting source
is directly coupled to the node [5].
Nevertheless, there are many applications where correct operation requires the unconditional availability of some amount
of energy within a given time interval. Examples are automatic
control, surveillance, early warning, or safety-critical sensing
applications. In addition, low-power multi-hop networks typically need periodic refresh operations for synchronization.
Unless there is a reliable correlation between harvested energy
on the one hand and events to be sensed or actions to be performed on the other, the usefulness of intermittent or transient

approaches to energy provisioning in critical applications is
limited.
A reliable and predictable node operation can be obtained
with an additional backup battery, a primary cell for example. This solution not only has been suggested by academia,
e.g., [6]–[8], but industry is also providing first commercial
products that allow for an efficient energy exchange between
energy harvester, backup battery and energy consumer [9]. Such
a design not only allows an otherwise unreliable system to
operate without interruption, but also offers additional benefits
such as increasing the efficiency and speed of cold-start from
an empty energy storage, retaining state across restarts, or
operating without interruption for years or decades.
One of the most important aspects in energy harvesting
nodes is the energy management system. It is responsible for
deciding on the energy flow between the energy source, the
rechargeable energy storage unit and the energy consumer. It
also controls the configuration and operation of the consumer
such that an overall system utility is maximized. Examples of
varying operation of the consumer are adapting the sensing
rate, the communication rate, the kind of data processing
algorithms used or even going to a low energy “energy scarcity”
mode. Surprisingly, energy management and control has been
extensively covered in the general sense of energy harvesting
sensing systems, see [10]–[14], but no results are available in
the context of an additional backup battery.
The present paper fills this gap by providing models and
methods that provide answers to the following question: How
to control the operation of a harvesting node with a backup
battery such that a minimal amount of energy is guaranteed,
its lifetime is maximized and its long-term utility is optimized?
As a result, the described concepts and hardware for energy
harvesting nodes that include a backup battery can now be
combined with control algorithms to make optimal use of the
available resources such as the backup battery, the harvested
energy and the energy storage capacity. In summary, the paper
contains the following new results:
•
•

•

A formal model describing a complete harvesting system.
An algorithm that optimizes the long-term node utility
while guaranteeing a minimal available energy and maximizing the life-time of the system, and an extension to
this algorithm that copes with non-perfect estimations of
future energy based on model predictive control.
An implementation of the overall hardware and software, a
characterization of its essential properties and an approach
to include them in the abstract model. Extensive emulation

and experimental results on indoor solar data that show the
applicability of the approach, as well as the accuracy of
the abstract model.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Energy Systems. Superficially, there is a close relation to
energy systems incorporating renewable sources like solar and
wind. Whereas one can draw analogies in terms of energy
generation, energy storage (water tanks, car batteries), application control (demand side management), there are essential
differences in terms of models and methods due to the incorporation of the energy grid, sufficient energy for implementing
complex control strategies, energy conversion and transmission,
consumer behavior and cost functions, see [15], [16].
Existing Hardware Implementations. A plethora of nodes
featuring photovoltaic energy harvesting as well as backup
batteries exist. For example, [7] presents a WSN (wireless
sensor network) solution for tracking of goods in a commercial
seaport. In [6], a general purpose WSN has a large lithium
ion rechargeable battery, while a primary battery is used to
ensure uninterrupted operation. A WSN optimized for harvesting energy in low illumination environments [17] features a
similar approach. Hardware components for energy management systems with backup batteries exist, from the bq25505
energy management chip [9] featuring a simple multiplex, to
the smart platform [8] enabling complex energy management
functions. Still, there are no results available that allow to
control the operation of the node and the energy management
system such that the backup battery is used as little as possible
while maximizing the long-term utility of the node.
Energy-Neutral Operation. A first work on dynamic power
management was written by Kansal et al. [10], where an
analytical model featuring ENO (energy-neutral operation)
constraints was developed with the goal of maximizing performance. The problem of computing the dynamic power
management profile efficiently was explored in [14]. When
ample historical data about the harvestable energy is available, a
power management scheme proposed in [13] gives probabilistic
guarantees that a minimal energy utilization will always be
realized. Examples of uninterrupted environmental monitoring
nodes operating over multiple years are given in [18], [19]
for a high-mountain environment, in [20] for a remote field,
and in [21] for a deep forest scenario. Even though these
works feature detailed design principles and power management
procedures, uninterrupted operation is not guaranteed under a
non-deterministic harvesting environment. In addition, none of
these results considers the availability of a backup battery.
Transient Systems. Transiently powered computing systems
are designed with little or no energy buffers, thus working only
when sufficient energy is available, while retaining their state
otherwise [22]. Generic energy management units for these
systems exist [3]. Examples of use-cases include a passive
camera powered by RFID [23], or an AC power meter powered
by the current it is measuring [24]. Due to its low overhead,
state retention is often realized in FRAM technology [5], [25].
Furthermore, transient systems feature complex intermittent
programming models, i.e., [4], [26]. However, these systems

Fig. 1. Overview of the abstract model of the energy management system with
a backup battery. The thick and thin arrows show the energy and information
flow, respectively.

may remain offline for extended periods of time, which is only
acceptable for a reduced set of application scenarios.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
1) Basic Assumptions: We start with the introduction of an
abstract model which is the basis for energy control. In later
sections, the model will be refined in order to take into account
non-ideal behavior of the hardware-software system.
An abstract overview of the overall setup is shown in
Figure 1. We use a discrete time system model, where each
time instance t is an integer t ∈ Z≥0 . The energy management
system has two types of energy reservoirs: a rechargeable
energy storage and a backup battery. The rechargeable energy
storage is replenished by an energy harvester, while the backup
battery is a primary battery. The rechargeable energy storage
has bR (t) energy stored at time t, and a maximum capacity
BR . For our initial abstract model, we suppose it is loss-free,
extensions are described in sec. VI.
The harvested energy during time interval [t, t+1) is denoted
as p(t). This value depends on the energy harvester and
the environment. The consumed energy during time interval
[t, t + 1) is denoted as u(t), with u being the use function.
The energy management system provides the energy consumer
with information about the target energy consumption for the
next time interval. As a consequence, the consumer adapts its
operation to match this target value, for example by changing
its sensing rate, the processing speed, or the like. The consumed
energy u(t) equals the energy taken from the rechargeable
energy storage and from the backup battery, namely u(t) =
uR (t) + uB (t). The energy management system also decides
which portion is taken from which energy reservoir. The base
consumption uBASE ≥ 0 defines a lower bound on the consumed
energy with u(t) ≥ uBASE , ∀t ∈ Z≥0 ..
For the rechargeable energy storage, the following holds:
bR (t + 1) = min{bR (t) + p(t) − uR (t), BR }. The harvested
energy that is discarded because the rechargeable energy
storage is full is called “wasted energy” for short. The use
of the backup
P battery in time interval [t1 , t2 ) is denoted as
E(t1 , t2 ) = t1 ≤t<t2 uB (t).
A utility function is strictly concave function µ : R≥0 →
R>0 . It models the diminishing return of investment if the

energy consumption of a node grows. The total utility in a
time interval [t1 ,P
t2 ) is the sum of the utility during this time,
i.e., U (t1 , t2 ) = t1 ≤τ <t2 µ(u(τ )).
2) Initial Problem Specification: We solve the optimization
problem in two steps. At first, we assume that we know the
harvested energy in the future. This forms the basis for the
model predictive energy control, which is the case when the
future harvested energy is only estimated.
Given Quantities. We are given the minimal required energy
consumption uBASE , the initial and the final rechargeable energy
storage states bR (0) and bR (T ), and the harvested energy p(t)
for all t ∈ [0, T ).
Constraints. The following constraints hold for the (abstract)
energy management system for all t ∈ [0, T ):
uB (t) ≥ 0

;

uR (t) ≥ 0

u(t) = uR (t) + uB (t) ≥ uBASE

(1)

0 ≤ bR (t + 1) = bR (t) + p(t) − uR (t) ≤ BR
Optimality. Under the above constraints, an optimal energy
controller determines a rechargeable use function u∗R (t) and
backup use function u∗B (t) that satisfy the following criteria:
O1: The total use of the backup energy E ∗ (0, T ) is the
smallest among all possible use functions, and therefore,
the lifetime of the node is maximized.
O2: Among the use functions that satisfy the above criterion,
the use function u∗ (t) = u∗R (t) + u∗B (t) has the maximal
total utility U ∗ (0, T ).
The optimal solution to the clairvoyant problem is given
in sec. IV. Based on finite horizon control, a solution to the
problem with unknown future energy is given in sec. V.
IV. O PTIMAL C LAIRVOYANT S OLUTION
As mentioned before, results are available that construct an
optimal energy control algorithm but without considering the
presence of a backup battery nor the goal of maximizing the
lifetime of the node. In this section, we first restate a result
shown in [27]. It provides a first step towards understanding
the optimal use of a backup battery. Subsequently, we present
a unique optimal use function u∗ (t) which is the solution
to the complete optimization problem (1), meaning it has
the minimal total backup energy usage (O1) and among all
functions fulfilling these conditions, it has the largest possible
utility (O2).

Theorem 4.1: Given a use function u∗R (t) that satisfies the
conditions in (2). If the relations
u∗R (t − 1) < u∗R (t) =⇒ b∗R (t) = 0
u∗R (t − 1) > u∗R (t) =⇒ b∗R (t) = BR
hold for all t ∈ [1, T ), then u∗R (t) maximizes the minimal used
energy, it maximizes the total utility UR (0, T ), and it is unique.
With this knowledge, we now demonstrate how to take an
optimal solution u∗R (t) to the partial optimization problem in
(2), and obtain from it an optimal solution u∗ (t) to the complete
optimization problem in (1). We show in the following, that an
optimal solution u∗R (t) to the simplified problem as defined in
(2) leads to an optimal solution of the clairvoyant problem with
a backup battery and minimal use function uBASE with
u∗ (t) = u∗R (t) + u∗B (t)
u∗B (t) = max{0, uBASE − u∗R (t)}

(3)

for all t ∈ [0, T ).
This fundamental result is shown with the following two
Lemmas. The corresponding proofs are contained in the technical report. The first Lemma shows that the solution in
(3) minimizes the use of the backup battery and therefore,
maximizes the lifetime of the node.
Lemma 4.2: Given an optimal solution u∗R (t) to the simplified optimization problem in (2). Then u∗ (t) = u∗R (t) + u∗B (t)
with u∗B (t) = max{0, uBASE − u∗R (t)} for all t ∈ [0, T ) has
the minimal total backup usage E ∗ (0, T ) among all solutions
to the optimization problem (1) with base consumption uBASE .
The next Lemma shows that the relations in (3) maximize
the total utility, i.e., U ∗ (0, T ) is maximal for all use functions
u∗ (t).
Lemma 4.3: Given an optimal solution u∗R (t) to the simplified optimization problem in (2). Then u∗ (t) = u∗R (t) + u∗B (t)
with u∗B (t) = max{0, uBASE − u∗R (t)} for all t ∈ [0, T ) has
the maximum total utility U ∗ (0, T ) among all solutions to the
optimization problem (1) with base consumption uBASE .
We now proceed to demonstrate possibilities to efficiently
solve the energy management problem on resource-restricted
devices, as the solution to this clairvoyant problem is a prerequisite for (a) a practical solution that does not require
the knowledge of the harvested energy in the future and
(b) considering implementation artifacts.
B. Computing the Optimal Solution

A. Properties of the Optimal Solution
We start with the simple case without a backup battery,
and with no required base consumption, i.e., uBASE = 0. The
corresponding simplified problem is
uR (t) ≥ 0
0 ≤ bR (t + 1) = bR (t) + p(t) − uR (t) ≤ BR

(2)

for all t ∈ [0, T ), with given bR (0), bR (T ) and p(t). The
objective is to maximize the minimal energy used from the
rechargeable storage uR (t), and among those use functions
to
P choose the one which maximizes the utility UR (0, T ) =
0≤t<T µ(uR (t)). The following has been shown in [27]:

The solution to the problem defined in sec. III-2 still needs
to be computed. Efficient algorithms for deriving the solution
to the simple optimization problem (2) are known from previous work, see [27], [28]. Therefore, there is only one main
problem to be solved. How can we efficiently implement (3)
such that switching constraints as present in typical hardware
implementations are taken into account? Following (3), the
overall use function for the energy consumer is given by
u∗ (t) = max{u∗R (t), uBASE } and it is unique, see Theorem
4.1. Nevertheless, there is some flexibility in partitioning u∗ (t)
into its backup battery u∗B (t) and rechargeable energy storage
u∗R (t) components.

Fig. 2. The unique optimal solution u∗ (t) (total used energy) to the optimization problem, the function u∗B (t) (used backup battery) and the corresponding
energy in the rechargeable energy storage (battery level normalized to BR ).

Let us use the term switching interval as a lower bound on
the time between switching from using the backup battery to
using the rechargeable energy storage and vice versa. Now,
there are two questions to be answered: What is a suitable
switching algorithm that determines the energy source for the
next time interval? And what is a suitable switching interval?
Due to space constraints, we just provide a sketch of the
algorithm: We use the backup battery only if there is the danger
of the rechargeable energy storage being depleted, and this is
checked every switching interval. This approach is not optimal,
of course, but it can be shown that optimality is regained if the
capacity of the battery is increased by an easily computable
amount. For realistic scenarios, this increase is practically
negligible and on the order of a few percent.
Example. We end this section with an example to illustrate
the aforementioned use functions and their optimization. In
Figure 2, an energy harvesting function p(t) is shown, while
uBASE = 0.5 and BR = 24. The total simulation horizon is
288 time steps. One can see how the optimal total use function
u∗ (t) responds to the changes in the harvested input energy,
and how it is never less than the base consumption uBASE . The
diagram also visualizes the partitioning of the use function as
the amount of energy drawn from the backup battery u∗B (t) is
shown as well. We use the discretized selection algorithm as
explained in this subsection with S = 1, i.e., we execute it for
every time step.
V. F INITE H ORIZON C ONTROL
In a realistic setting, a perfect estimate of future harvested
energy is not available. Therefore, we employ the well known
concept of model predictive control with a finite horizon, as
used in [13], [29]. In contrast to the optimal clairvoyant solution
shown before, this heuristic solution can cope with deviations
between the predicted and actual harvested, or scheduled and
actually used energy. We outline the concept of Finite Horizon
Control here and refer the reader to the technical report for
implementation details.
The concept is rather intuitive: At every time step t, the
optimal use functions for the rechargeable energy storage and
the backup battery are computed based on the current energy
in the rechargeable storage and energy predictions. We only
apply the optimal use functions in the time interval [t, t + 1).

At time t + 1 and all future time steps, we repeat the same
process. The optimal use functions are determined for a finite
horizon of length T , namely for the time interval [t, t + T ). If
T is sufficiently large and the energy predictions are accurate,
then the finite horizon control matches the optimal solution.
The finite horizon scheme demands substantial computational resources. As this is not easily available on all embedded
devices, we reference here an implementation based on LookUp
Tables [14] which greatly reduces the run-time computational
requirements. For a given estimate, the optimal use at time t for
a set of energy storage levels bR (t) is determined. Therefore,
for a fixed or periodic prediction of harvested energy, just a few
parameters need to be stored to cover all initial rechargeable
energy storage levels. In case of a reasonably small set of different predicted harvested energy traces, the necessary amount of
storage and computation is small. For example, in the scenario
explored in sec. VIII, the basic time interval is 10 minutes
and the finite horizon period T is one hour. If one assumes a
quadratic approximation is used for non-precomputed energy
storage levels, then we have 6 different predicted harvested
energy traces, and for each of them just three 32 Bit values
need to be stored, which results in 4 · 3 · 6 = 72 Bytes. If one
assumes 25 discrete values for the rechargeable energy storage
level, instead of using an approximation, one would have to
store 6 · 4 · 25 = 600 Bytes.
VI. N ON -I DEAL S YSTEM M ODEL
Starting from our simple system model in sec. III we
considered already two implementation artifacts, namely that
it is only possible to draw energy from one of the two energy
sources, and that the harvested and consumed energy may differ
from estimations or consumption goals, respectively (finite
horizon control). Here, we describe how to adapt the model in
order to incorporate inefficiencies that may exist in the power
management hardware without affecting the optimality of the
solution.
Constraints The following non-ideal behavior is modeled, see
also sec. VII-2:
• If the harvesting device generates energy p̃(t) in [t, t + 1),
energy in the rechargeable energy storage only increases
by σp · p̃(t).
• If the load uses energy ũR (t) in [t, t + 1), then the energy
stored in the rechargeable energy storage decreases by
σR · ũR (t). In addition, there is a leakage δR of the
rechargeable energy storage.
• If the load uses backup energy ũB (t) in [t, t + 1), then the
energy stored in the backup battery reduces by σB · ũB (t).
In addition, there is a leakage δB of the backup battery.
The last item is mainly relevant for computing the lifetime L of
the node. It can be determined using the initial energy BB in the
backup battery and
P the accumulated use of the backup battery
E(0, L) = σB · t∈[0,L) ũB (t) as follows: BB = E(0, L) +
L · δB .
These extended relations consider the mentioned implementation artifacts:
ũR (t) ≥0

;

ũB (t) ≥ 0

ũ(t) = ũR (t) + ũB (t) ≥ ũBASE

(4)

0 ≤ b̃R (t + 1) = b̃R (t)+σp · p̃(t) − σR · ũR (t) − δR ≤ B̃R
If we perform the variable transformations (5), then we
directly obtain from (4) the abstract relations in (1) and thus, all
results which refer to the original optimization problem apply
as well.
uR (t) = σB ·ũR (t) ; uB (t) = σB · ũB (t) ; u(t) = σB · ũ(t)
σB
B̃R
(5)
uBASE = σB · ũBASE ; BR =
σR
σB
σB
bR (t) =
b̃R (t) ; p(t) =
(σp · p̃(t) − δR )
σR
σR
VII. I MPLEMENTATION AND C HARACTERIZATION
Here we demonstrate the accuracy of the non-ideal model,
as presented in sec. VI, by describing and characterizing an
implementation of an energy harvesting embedded system with
a backup battery.
1) Hardware and Software Setup: The hardware is shown
in Figure 3, and consists of a photovoltaic energy harvester, a
power management unit, a super-capacitor as the rechargeable
energy storage, a DC power supply as the backup battery,
and a microcontroller unit as the load. The photovoltaic panel
is an AM-5412 from SANYO Semiconductor. A C SC = 5 F
super-capacitor is used, and during operation its voltage ranges
between 3.3 V and 4.3 V. The backup battery was emulated with
a DC power supply, providing a constant 3.3 V when needed.
Primary batteries like the SAFT LS 14500 show an almost
constant voltage throughout their lifetime. Therefore, there is
no need to consider additional, time-dependent efficiency. In
addition, a battery’s temperature-dependent capacity impacts
the system’s lifetime, but does not change the optimality of
our approach.
The power management unit consists of a bq25505 harvesting management chip [9], and a TPS62740 step-down
converter. The bq25505 harvesting management chip performs
passive maximum power point tracking for maximum energy
transfer from the photovoltaic panel to the super-capacitor.
The chip is also a power multiplexer, switching between the
rechargeable and backup batteries in the following way. If the
super-capacitor’s voltage is lower than 3.3 V, the chip switches
to the backup battery. And when the super-capacitor’s voltage
is larger than 3.4 V, the chip switches to the rechargeable
energy storage. In practice, this means that the backup battery
is used while the super-capacitor’s voltage increases from
3.3 V to 3.4 V. This operation follows the model described
in sec. IV-B. The microcontroller unit is a MSP432P401R
board from Texas Instruments, commonly found in embedded
applications. Two tasks are implemented on it, the ‘power
manager’ and the ‘adaptive consumer’. The ‘power manager’
implements the scheduling scheme and harvested energy estimator. This task includes sampling of the super-capacitor’s
voltage, which allows to determine the currently stored energy
bR (t). The sampling is done by connecting an ADC port
to the super-capacitor through an appropriate high-resistance
voltage divider. The ‘adaptive consumer’ can consume different

energy values, which emulates sensing or communicating with
different rates, different data processing algorithms or actuating
LEDs.
2) Characterization: To characterize the described system,
we conduct four experiments. Interpreting results of these
experiments, we express the harvested energy as a function
of illumination, and quantify the parameters of the non-ideal
model as presented in sec. VI.
Experiments involving illumination are done in a laboratory
environment, where a solar test-bed [30] recreates the desired
illumination levels. The test-bed completely encloses a photovoltaic panel, such that it is exposed to a desired illumination
trace using a programmable light source. All measurements
are made using a RocketLogger [31], which monitors various
voltage and current channels in parallel. Most importantly, the
PV
PV panel’s harvested power Pout
and the microcontroller’s
MSP
power consumption Pin
is obtained through voltage and
current measurements, while the rechargeable energy storage’s
voltage V SC is used to estimate the net power flow in the
2
∂
SC
SC
V SC . The
rechargeable energy storage Pest
: Pest
= C SC /2 · ∂t
most important details, and results of the characterization are
given below, while specifics are found in the technical report.
PV Panel Characterization. We first characterize the PV
energy harvesting panel together with the bq25505 which
performs passive maximum power point tracking. This enables
us to model how much energy is harvested depending on the
illumination level. A total of 13 illumination levels are used,
from 0 to 120 kLux in even steps. The following linear fit can
W
PV
= 0.3791·10−3 lux
be made: Pout
·L. This fit is used in sec. VIII
to create a harvested energy trace p(t) from a trace of measured
illumination.
Charging Characterization. Here we characterize the σp parameter of the non-ideal model, see sec. VI, which encapsulates
losses in power point tracking on the bq25505, as well as
charging losses of the super-capacitor. The characterization is
performed with the microcontroller and linear regulator disconnected. First, we expose the PV panel to various illumination
levels, in order to measure the power produced by the PV panel
PV
Pout
, as well as the power stored in the rechargeable energy
SC
storage Pest
. Then we construct a linear fit that minimizes the
PV
root-mean-square error and links the harvested power Pout
and
SC
SC
PV
the stored power Pest : Pest = 0.8529 · Pout . The fit is not
perfect due to measurement noise as well as other factors such
as a non-linear behavior of the power point tracking. Still, the
fit is highly accurate with a root mean square error of only
4.313 · 10−4 . As a result, we can model the charging efficiency
of this particular implementation as σp = 0.8529.
Discharging Characterization. Now we present the characterization of the σR parameter of the non-ideal model, see sec. VI,
which quantifies the loss in power of the linear regulator, the
power multiplexer, as well as the discharging losses of the
super-capacitor. In this measurement setup the energy harvesting PV panel is disconnected, and the microcontroller is set to
consume at various power levels. We measure the power consumed by the microcontroller PinMSP and the power discharged
SC
from the super-capacitor Pest
. A linear fit that minimizes the
SC
root-mean-square error yields Pest
= 1.0789 · PinMSP . Again, the
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fit appears to be sufficiently accurate as the root mean square
error is 1.020 · 10−3 . As a result, the discharging efficiency for
our implementation is set to be σR = 1.0789 = 1/0.9269.
Rechargeable Energy Storage Leakage Characterization.
The final measurement quantifies the decrease in stored energy
caused by the super-capacitor’s internal leakage and the sampling of the super-capacitor’s voltage. Initially, the rechargeable
energy storage was fully charged, and both the PV energy harvester and the consumers were disconnected. Over 38 hours, an
SC
average power dissipation of Pest
= 93.50 µW was observed.
As the value is low relative to the chosen experimental setup,
this leakage is not taken into account in the modeling of the
system.
3) On-line Computational Overhead for Finite Horizon Energy Management: We evaluated the direct implementation of
the finite horizon scheme using the clairvoyant algorithm from
[28]. An implementation on the chosen MSP432 microcontroller resulted in the following findings: For T = 8h horizon,
using single-precision floating point arithmetic, and permitting
an  = 0.01 error in the use function u which corresponds
roughly to an error of 0.5% relative to the maximum value, it
takes 0.2 seconds to compute u(t).
VIII. T RACE -BASED E XPERIMENTS
In this section we use simulations to illustrate the difference
between the optimal clairvoyant solution u∗ (t), the finite horizon solution uF (t), and a baseline simple heuristic approach
that does not make use of energy predictions. In addition to the
scenario described below, we also investigated a hypothetical
system deployed in a remote outdoor area with the goal of
operating for multiple years, as in many previous results such
as [13], [27]. The corresponding results are described in the
technical report.
The finite horizon control algorithm uses the EWMA estimator for predicting the future energy. EWMA [32] is a simple
yet widely used estimation algorithm, which estimates future
energy as an exponentially weighted moving average of energy
harvested in previous time instances. The simple baseline
control algorithm follows the purely reactive scheme ENOMAX [11], where the system tries to maintain a predefined
state of charge of the rechargeable energy storage c · BR . It can
be described as follows: uN (t) = max(uBASE , bB (t)−0.6·BR ))
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Fig. 3. Components of our hardware implementation of the energy management
system with a backup battery. Backup battery not visible.
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Fig. 4. Difference between the minimum of the total used backup energy E ∗ ,
and the practical solutions E F (model predictive control) and E N (baseline
solution), for interval [0, L) = [0, 12 · 144). Smaller is better.

where we used the recommended target of stored energy
c = 0.6.
The experiments illustrate how the choice of base consumption impacts the backup battery usage at two locations, our
energy management with a backup battery, and its reactivity to
sudden and non-deterministic changes.
1) Experimental Setup: We used the system implementation
as introduced in sec. VII, however a smaller rechargeable
energy storage with capacity BR = 1.35 J was assumed in
order to adapt to the smaller amount of harvested energy. Two
indoor locations were picked from the Indoor Solar Harvesting
database [33], ‘L3’ and ‘L4’. One day is used to calculate the
harvested energy estimates, while the simulated time frame is
12 days, each with 144 10-minute intervals, i.e., L = 12 · 144.
The predictive control horizon length is one hour, T = 6. For
both locations, we evaluate the impact the base consumption
uBASE has on the total used backup energy E(0, L). The base
consumption uBASE is varied from 0 J to 90 mJ for location L3,
and to 60 mJ for location L4.
Even though both indoor locations are located in the same
room, the harvesting characteristics are fundamentally different.
For the first location, L3, the harvester is placed on a table
facing up, without many obstacles surrounding it. In this
environment, the prediction of the future energy using EWMA
is reasonably precise. For the second location, L4, the harvester
is mounted on a wall facing west, and near a window. Close by,
a curtain is sometimes partly obstructs the window. Here the
EWMA predictor showed a large deviation between predicted
and harvested energies, mainly because it could not predict the
movement of the curtain.
2) Experimental Evaluation: Figure 4 visualizes the difference in total backup energy between the optimal clairvoyant
solution u∗ (t), and the two implemented algorithms uF (t)
(finite horizon control) and uN (t) (baseline).
For location L3, where the EWMA prediction is good, we
see there is a prominent difference between the baseline and
finite horizon solution, for low to medium values of the base
consumption uBASE , namely less than 60 mJ. When the uBASE
is larger than that value, the backup battery is used every time
instance as u∗ (t) = uBASE for all t ∈ [0, T ). Thus, any solution
which does not lead to wasted energy performs as good as

IX. R EAL W ORLD E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we further validate the realism of our nonideal model. To this end, we deployed the energy harvesting
embedded system, introduced in sec. VII, in a controlled
laboratory environment. We compare the simulated and measured harvested energy, consumed energy, and super-capacitor’s
charge. For comparison, we use the L2 norm of the difference
between respective emulated and measured traces. We thus
close the loop on the abstract model, considering non-ideal
behavior, component characterization and measured system
behavior under realistic conditions.
1) Experimental Setup: The Environment. Using the solar
testbed [30], we closely recreate three days of indoor illumination conditions, as recorded at location ‘L2’ of the Indoor Solar
Harvesting database [33] on 29 - 31 May 2018. The recreated
trace features significant natural light, especially during morning hours. The solar test-bed enables this recreation, because it
encapsulates the a photovoltaic panel and exposes it to desired
illumination levels.
The three-day trace was slightly adjusted for practical purposes. First, the trace was sped up by a factor of 5 times, so
the experiment lasted 14.4 hours. Then, the recorded trace was
divided into two-minute intervals, over which the illumination
level from the recorded trace was averaged, i.e., the illumination
level was updated every two minutes. In order for the experiment to be more dynamic, such that we record the rechargeable
energy storage getting fully charged and discharged, we scaled
the illumination levels by a factor of 8 times. Functionally, this
is equivalent to having an 8 times larger photovoltaic panel.
Practical System. The energy harvesting hardware and software as introduced in sec. VII-1 is used as the real world
system. The ‘power manager’ updates the ‘adaptive consumer’
task every two minutes. The used consumption trace was
determined by the finite horizon scheme with a non-perfect
future energy estimate. The consumption varies from 2.01 mW
(2.01 mW·120 s= uBASE ) to 17.64 mW. Current and voltage
measurements are done using a RocketLogger [31], which
measures in parallel: the harvested power, the rechargeable
energy storage’s voltage, and the system’s power dissipation.
Simulated System. To compare our implemented hardwaresoftware system with model-based simulation results, we made
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the optimal one. The finite horizon solution is sub-optimal in
this case, as the prediction algorithm and its pessimistic misspredictions lead to wasted energy.
At location L4, the finite horizon control solution underperforms the baseline. This is due to the almost useless
predictions from the simple EWMA predictor. During the
simulated days, there are both significant over- and underestimations of future energy. We therefore conclude that it does
not make sense to use any prediction-based scheduler without
a performant future energy predictor, and in these cases simple
reactive power management solutions fit better.
In summary, the finite horizon control for energy harvesting
systems with a backup battery performs well in terms of use of
backup battery if the energy estimation is sufficiently precise,
otherwise a simple reactive approach should be used.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the real-world embedded system and emulation
results, over three days at indoor location L2.

use of the non-ideal model introduced in sec. VI, and considered the coefficients obtained by the component characterization as described in sec. VII-2: σp = 0.8529 and σR = 0.9269.
We used the same trace of harvested energy and consumption,
and emulated the rechargeable energy storage’s charge.
2) Experimental Evaluation: Figure 5 shows the measured
and simulated values side by side: the harvested and consumed
power, and the charge of the super-capacitor. Energy values
are obtained by multiplying the corresponding power with the
120 s time-interval length. The harvested energy’s average L2
difference between measured and emulated results is 12.51 mJ,
which translates to a difference of 104.24 µW in power. This
difference is 1.16% of the average measured power. The L2
norm of the difference between the measured and emulated
consumed energy is 2.75 mJ on average, corresponding to
a 22.88 µW difference in power. This constitutes a 0.47%
difference to the average measured consumption.
Finally, the measured rechargeable energy storage is found
to behave similarly to its emulated counterpart as well. The
L2 difference between the two traces is 30.18 mJ, which is
0.17% of the super-capacitor’s maximal charge. Note that the
backup battery was used once during this experiment, in the
night between the second and third day. In summary, based
on this comparison we can strongly corroborate the practical
applicability of the proposed models and energy management
algorithms. The differences between the abstract model and
the considered non-ideal system behavior, and the actual implementation and measurements are negligible.
X. C ONCLUSION
This paper is concerned with energy harvesting WSNs. In
particular, we investigate energy management subsystems that
make use of a backup battery in order to increase the efficiency

and speed of a cold-start from an empty rechargeable energy
storage, to retain state across restarts, or to allow uninterrupted
operation for years or decades. To date, no energy control
algorithm is known to maximize the lifetime of the node
while guaranteeing a minimal energy use. Our proposed energy
control algorithm optimizes a long-term utility function of
the node under this constraint, if a perfect estimate of the
future energy is available. Model predictive control is used
to convert this optimal clairvoyant algorithm into a usable
heuristic. Extensive trace-based simulation results as well as
experiments with an implemented hardware solution are used
to quantify and model non-ideal behavior, and to validate the
usefulness of our approach in terms of guarantees, lifetime and
run-time overhead.
Limitations of the approach are described as well, in particular if sufficiently precise energy estimates are not available. In
such a case, a prediction-free algorithm may be more suitable.
In a future work, we will investigate scenarios where energy
estimations are not available, and quantify the associated loss
in performance. In addition, we are looking into energy control
algorithms based purely on statistical information on the energy
harvesting source. Finally, we aim to illustrate our energy
control scheme by realizing automatic control by means of an
energy harvesting cyber-physical system.
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